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>

Re: Buckling Criteria for Free Standing Containment Shells of
Nuclear Power Plants ,. .

Dear Professor Showmon:
.

In the enclosure, I'iave discussed in detail the current situation*
'

in evaluating containtent adequacy to resist the buckling code of f ailure.
As indicated, there are no precise criteria available; hence, decisions
rude during the licensing review process are not necessarily unique or
consistently the same fron case to case. To resolve this problem NRC
chould undertake research to:

1) Evaluate existing expericental results to deternine actual
buckling loads for configuration similar to contain=ent Luckling.
This is equivalent to deternining the factor CA which indicates
by how nuch the theoretical linear bifurcation buckling load
must be reduced to account for deviations from perfect geocetry
and nonlinearities as they cay exist.

2) Encourage (or sponsor) development of shell of revolution computer
_ ,, program with capability to consider the nonsymmetric prebuckling

states as well as cut 11ple Fourier sin =ation for buckling nodes.
,

As indicated by Dr. Hafiz, Item 1 above night be partly r olved in the
research sponsored at International Structure Engineers. I have seen a
Draft Report, dated October 1978, which presucably does not represent the
total output anticipated under this contract.

The comments I made at the Sequoyah Fall Cocnittee meeting on 6 April 1979
are brou;,ht into better perspective if one looks at the results in the light
of the discussion of the enclosure to this letter.

The applicant presented in the buckling analysis report two sets of
results which were claited to support each other. One cet of results was
based on linear bifurcation analysis which came up with a buckling load fact >r
C3 = 4.6 (CBI analysis). If this result is interpreted in the context of
NE-3222.1 (a) (2) discussed in the enclosure, the acceptance criteria woald
require applica tion of a factor of safety C,c = 1/.3 and pensibly C3 = 1.2 forI,i , *
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.

The criteria then would read
.

CCC
g C S --

C (4.6) ()1.2>1

1,82 C 2,1
,,

C 2;0.54
.

-

which neans that the imperfections and other unaccounted-for effects should
not cause the actual structure to buckle at less than a half of the computed
load. I believe this is adequate demonstration of the Sequoyah 's containment
capability to resist gross buckling failure mode.

What I consider inappropriate is the statement in FSAR, page 3.8.2.-3,
which essentially says that in lieu of originally defined buckling criteria
(which could not be satisfied), the applicant used Anatat Dynamic Analysis.
This is an implica tion ths' .he analysis referred to represents an exact
analysis in the spirit of aE-3222.1 (a) (1). If such had been the case, the
results by this analysis should have indicated instability at a considerably
lower load than that by CBI analysis. Instead, both analyses secced to
have confirmatory results. My concern in this context is that I consider
the computer prograa used for the above analysis not adequately validated
to put such a trust in it.

''

The local panel buckling analysis usf rg STAGS programs' caec up with CB = 2.5,although it is true that CA may be close to 1 for this case, the result is
uncomfortably close to the limit and it night indicate some additional conservatism
in the nodel not specifically identified.

*

Very truly yours,

1p) dCb'7Y7
.enons Zudans

ces Senior Vice President, Engineering
encls.

cc: Prof. M. Plesset, Cal. Inst, of Technology
Mr. R. Savio, ACRS
Mt. A. Bates. ACRS
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APPENDIX
.

.

DISCUSSION OF BUCKLING CRITERIA

FOR STEEL CONTAIN"ENT VESSELS

Subsection NE of the ASME Eoiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III,
Division 1 establishes rules for design and certification of metal contain-
nent systems.

.

Subsection NE-3133 of this code provides rules for determining the
thickness under excernal pressure loading in spherical sh, ells and cylindrical-
chclls with or without stiffening rings. *

In most practical applications, it turns out that cylindrical contain-
ment vessels reinforced only with circumferential rings does not satisfy
the buckling criteria of NE-3133. In su,ch cases, the actual containment
vess>1s is provided with meridional stiffeners (stringers) having sub-
stantial cross-section in addition to the vessel wall and circumferential
rings. There are no criteria for this type of design, neither are there
criteria for the design of rather complex configurations with cut-outs,
curvature transitions and other detail consistent with f etional inquire-

Instead of such criteria, NE-3200 allows design by analysis.ments.

In particular, NE -3222 describes the buckling stress allowables as
quoted below.
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Ug-3222 EUCKLING STRESF VALUES

NE-3222.1 Basic Compressive Allowable Stress. The maximun buckling

stress values to be used for the evaluation of instability shall be either

of the following:

(a) One-third the value of critical buckling stress determined by
one of the methods given below:

(1) Rigorous analysis which considers the effects of gross and
local buckling, scou.etric imperfections, nonlinearities,
large deformations, and inertial forces (dynamic loads only) .

(2) Classical (linear) analysis reduced by margins which reflect
the dif ference betueen theoretical ari actual load capacities.

'' (3) Tests of physical nodels Under conditions of restraint and
- loading the same as those,to which the configuration is,

exp.ected to be subjected.
, ,

(b) The value determined by the applicabit rules of NE-3133.<-

While the intent of NE-3222 appears to be clear the follosing discussion
demonstrates the difficulties the designer f'ces:a

NE-3222.1 (a) (1) sounds nice, but is obviously impractical to
apply. First there are no analysis tools which can be generally accepted
as " rigorous." Most analyses claimed today as having the " rigorous"

_ _ chate-teristics, suffers from symptons which to say the least make that
clain uncecl. While purely technically it is possibic to define methodology
qualifying as rigorous the lack of precise information of imperfections
of the containment "as built" preclude this cpproach anywhere. There

have been statistical imperfection definitions used in connection with

the reduction of buckling capability calculation. Such efforts, however,

are essentially well enough developed for publication of a paper and not
for actual design work. In conclusion, I do not believe NE-3222.1 (a) (1)

provide guidance, it is subject to misuse by claims of rigorous capability
which in reality does not exist.
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UC-3222.1 (a) (2) describes a nethod which has a good chance of
unan.biguous f r.plen.cntation. To cutmarize what this paragraph says

'

let's us walk through analysis steps perforced to comply with these
criteria.

Suppose we have been given a steel containment structure such as

that Sequoyah Nuclear Power Plant. With today's existing capability we

can compute stresses in such a structure due to all applied heads (such as

ice condenser originated nonsyn.etric pressures). We call this "prebucFling

state of stress" and denote the corresponding load P . Linear bifurcation

buckling analysis will yield a minimu:a buckling f actor, C . h fanor,
3

times the applied load, P , will yield the mininum liraar,. bifurcation

buckling load for a perfect structure

. _

bif " BL ..

,
Paragraph UE-3222.1 (a) (2) requires that this classical linear bifurcation

. buckling load, Pgg, be reduced by a factor, call it C , to determine theA
actual buckling load capacity, P , as it ma; exist for a real structure,

w

~
cri- A bif " ABL

.

The value of C depends on the geometry and the nature of the imperfec-
tions in the real structure as canufactured as well as the material's
non-linearities should they occur..

In the next step the allowable buckling load, P , is detemined by
applying a safety factor, C , and a service condition factor, C ' "3 C
critical load,

=C
a C S crit ABCSL

The safety factor, C , is given as 1/2 by NRC Reg. Guide 1.57, and as 1/3 byg

NE-3222.1.
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UE-3222.2 (1977) gives C as 1.0 for normal operating service, 1.2 for
C

emergency service, and 1.5 for faulted condition. By this approach design

will be acceptabic if the allowable buckling load exceeds the actual load
. .

P P

f<1 -

[L _
or>1

a

which is equivalent to

1CCC A # Ig3CS CCCCABCS
.-

.

where C : Factor reducing linear bifurcation load of a perfect structure
A

to actual buckling load of a real r*ructure.
-

C: Factor multip_ ...g applied load to yield linear bifurcationg
buckling load of a perfect st.ructure.

C: Factor correcting the load allowabic for the load service
C

condition.

C: Factor of safety applied to the critical buckling load of ag
real structure.

Are there any problems associated with the implementation of the approach
based on NE-3222.1 (a) (2)? Ce answer this question by analyzing various
multipliers needed to obtain the allowable buckling load P .

1) C - fact r yi 1 ding linear bifurcation load with P being the pre-B,

buckling load. When shell of revolution analysis methodology is used in
currently popular form there may be some question as to the accuracy with
which C can be computed. This arises from the fact that applied loadings3
are not axisymmetric (such as compartment pressures for the ice candensor
containment building, SRV discharge lead in FUJG; III EWR and seismic loads

in all LWR's). Shell of revolution based computer programs would produce
nonsymmetric prebuckling state. However most such computer programs cannot

use the nonsymmetric prebuckling state as the basis for bifurcation buckling
analysis. This is due to the fact that for non-symmetric prebuckling load
pattern the major advantage of shell of revolution approach is lost: the

Fourier expansions of leads and responses no longer u ouple and one is forced

in 758-
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to analyze all harmonics simultaneously. Commonly used approach is to

select the highest compressive stressed meridian and use it as an
.

.

axisyr. metric prebuckling state. It is then claimed that the C us
B

computed is conservative, an assertion intuitively plausible, but yet

to be proven for all structures to which it is applied. If one considers

non-symmetric probuckling load say such that orly one quarter of the shell
is under e,mpression in =cridional direction it is not unreasonable to

postulate that the governing mode of buckling may not be periodic in

circumferential direction as it will result with axisymmetric prebuckling

state, but may consist of a number of Fourier terms acting simultaneously
such that only the vicinity of compressive regions will determi e the

*

buckling mode. All shell of revolution computer programs used today look .

at buckling modes in the form of Fourier terms one by one and select the

Fourier term producing smallest C #U ' '" "E *

B
obvious result is that the computer buckling mode circumferentially is of

a singic Fourier term type. This situati a can be resolved by developing

a shell of revolution program capable of using noa-symmetric prebuckling

state and also examining C r v ri us c mbinations of several Fourier
B

terms. Alternative way of accomplishing the same objective is to use

currently existing surface type (two dimensional) finite element programs

to compute C . If n is able to cope with the resulting economic penr.ity
B

this approach can be used. Additional refinements in the form of refined

local modelli.sg can be used to improve the resolution and the economics.

2) C - factor reducing linear bifurcation load to that of real
,

structure. This factor, C , represents the major unknown in connection

with the methodology af NE-3222.1 (a) (2). The only way credible C can
A

be produced is by comparing analytical results to actual test results.

Significant amount of testing already has been done which would allow to

determine C with fair degree of confidence for a number of configurations.
,

What is needed is a systematic and comprehensive review of all available

data and comparison of these to linear bifurcation analysis to define C
B

with an acceptable level of confidence. To quote but a few NASA SP-8007, [1]*,
'

NASA CR-912, [2], represent a significant contribution in this direction.
"

Similarly a recent paper by Miller (3] provides a comprehensive study on

* Number in brackets, please refer to list of references.
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axially compressed cylinders most recently final draft report " Buckling
Criteria Application of Criteria to Design of Steel Containment Shell" [4]

attempts to address this subject in greater detail.*

At the time of this report I have not studied the conclusions of the

above report in detail. Based on oral information conveyed to me by
Dr. Hafiz it appears that authors of [4] have come up conclusions

similar to those expressed here.

3) C' - '# '" " " '7 '" #" E" "U EE' E '# "" ""*C S
for these factors.

NE-3222.1 (a) (3) allows experimental method to be used to deteinine
the buckling load. 1 believe this is totally impractical for two reasons:

a) can not cest full scale containment building, b) there is no way to model
containment building to represent it realistically.

In conclusion it is my opinion that a method similar to that described

here under NC-3222.1 (a) (2) should be considered as the basis for buckling
criteria of containment buildings. Research should be conducted to determine
C for typical structures and loads. Factors C can be determined byg
finite element (2-D) methodology. Improve shell of' revolution analysis
should be made as discussed under 1) C above.3

.
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